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For nearly 45 years, MB’s Lower School building has offered a nurturing and chal-
lenging environment for children in the early years of their educational journey. 
Now, a top-to-bottom renovation and expansion will enhance the space with new 
features, including a well-designed entrance plaza with enhanced security (pictured 
above), larger spaces for early childhood grades (N-1), an imaginative play studio, 
administrative offices, and The Commons serving as a library, public gathering spot, 
and home for foreign language learning.

Older students (grades 2-4) will be located on a completely renovated upper level, 
featuring larger and re-imagined classrooms, a music studio, a STEM hub called the 
Wonder Lab and a flexible suite of rooms designed for individual learning support 
and enrichment. Fully ADA-accessible, MB’s new lower school will provide our stu-
dents with a state-of-the-art facility in which to explore, learn, grow and thrive.

Lower schoolers will also continue to enjoy MB’s unique 33-acre campus with top-
notch facilities like the Woodman Center, the Y-Lab and the historic Studio of the 
Three Oaks (home for lower school art and woodshop).

$8 Million Lower School Renovation And Expansion

NEW CLASSROOMS

THE COMMONS

RENOVATION AND EXPANSION 
HIGHLIGHTS

• The Commons represents a nearly 2,000 
sq. ft. addition to the Lower School! It 
offers a place to gather, browse, read, 
present, perform and learn. The new 
home for the Debbie Goff Library, it also 
provides space for the entire lower school 
to gather, collaborate and celebrate.

• In the Wonder Lab—equal parts science 
lab, maker space and tech studio—
students use scientific methods and 
technological tools to explore the world 
and imagine ways to make it a better 
place. It’s a space for studying coding, 
circuitry, robotics and engineering, 
where hands-on experiences help 
students develop skills imperative for 
21st-century success.

• A Learning Lab houses MB’s learning 
specialists and provides space for one-on-
one and small group support to meet the 
needs of every student, whether they are 
ready for additional challenges or need a 
little extra reinforcement.

• An enlarged and self-contained early 
childhood center (N-1) for MB’s youngest 
learners includes a Play Studio where 
children can let their imaginations run wild 
as they learn by playing and doing.

• A new entry plaza and outdoor 
community and play space (directly off 
the lower school lot) feature enhanced 
security at entry.

• Every core classroom and teaching 
space is larger and has been re-designed. 
Classrooms can be quickly re-configured 
into a variety of intentional learning zones 
to meet multiple educational needs.



Frequently Asked Questions
When will construction begin?
Construction is slated to begin in June 2021. This timeline is dependent 
on the successful completion of fundraising; having raised more than $4.2 
million, we have a high degree of confidence we will reach our $5.6 million 
goal.

When do you expect the project to be completed?
Construction is expected to be completed in about 8 months (during 
the summer and first half of the 2021-22 school year). The plan is for 
the new lower school to be ready in early 2022. After a mere half-year 
hiatus from their current space, our students will return in the winter of 
2022 to a completely new lower school.

Where will lower school students be during construction?
Most of our lower school program will be housed in existing MB spaces during construction and we are also exploring the use of mobile 
classrooms recently installed in the endzone of Campanella field (immediately adjacent to lower school) to provide additional space as we 
manage through COVID. The likelihood is that the lower school will be housed in several separate locations (younger learners in one space; 
older students in another). We are currently finalizing these relocation details and will be able to provide complete plans in early 2021. We’ll 
then have a full year to thoughtfully work with students, teachers and parents on a transition plan that ensures the ongoing excellence of the 
educational program.

What criteria are you using to select temporary space?
Key criteria we are considering are safety and security; nurturing environment (including the relative privacy of the spaces); access to outdoor 
play space; adaptability of spaces for elementary education; access to restrooms; ease of parent drop-off and pick-up; and spaces appropriate 
for extended day programming.
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